LESSON 2

Student Instructions for Modeling the Water Cycle
1. Cover your work space with the large absorbent pad. Make sure the
absorbent side faces up and the plastic side is down.
2. Place the small absorbent pad on the floor so the
absorbent side faces up.
3. Place the clear plastic box of
soil on the large absorbent pad.
Remove the lid.
4. Make certain the rubber stopper
is pushed tightly into the drain
hole from inside the box.
5. Mix the soil in the box with the
plastic spreader.
6. With the spreader, “bulldoze”
the soil. Push the soil away
from the drain hole toward the
opposite end of the box, as
shown in the picture.

7. Now create a lake in your
model. Pour the warm water
into the box. Do not pour the
water on the soil.
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8. Cover your land and water
model (the plastic box) with
plastic wrap. Fasten the plastic
with a large rubber band, as
shown in the picture.

9. Get a frozen ice pack from
your teacher.

10. Place the ice pack on the
plastic so it is above the land,
as shown in the picture. Do
not touch the ice pack during
the next five minutes.
11. What do you think will
happen in the model? While
you are waiting, discuss your
predictions within your group.
Record your predictions in
your notebook.
12. After five or more minutes,
remove the ice pack from the
plastic. Look at the plastic.
Discuss your observations
within your group. Record
your observations in your
notebook.
13. Tap gently on the plastic
where you placed the ice
pack. Record your
observations.
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Reading Selection

Tapping into the Water Cycle
Turn on a faucet and what happens? Out comes fresh, clean water. But where does this water
come from and why doesn’t it ever run out?
Think about all
Oceans
the water on
97.2%
earth. You can
find it in lakes,
streams, and
oceans. Some
of it is frozen on
snow-capped
mountains. Other
water is hidden
underground. Of all
the water on earth,
only a small amount
can be used for drinking.
What Goes Around Comes Around
Water is constantly moving. This is because of
the water cycle. As the sun heats the earth,
water changes to a gas. Minerals, such as
salt, and other particles are left behind. The

Icecaps and
glaciers
2.15%

Fresh water
2.8%

Ground
water
0.62%

Surface water (lakes,
rivers, streams)
0.02%
Water in atmosphere

Water on earth

gas, called water vapor, rises high into the
cold air and clings to particles of dust. The
cold air turns the gas back into water
droplets. Many of these droplets combine to
form clouds. Eventually the
clouds gather more water
than they can hold. Then the
water falls back to earth as
rain, snow, sleet, or hail. In
a continuous cycle, water
moves out of the oceans,
into the atmosphere, and
back down to earth.
The water cycle is vital to
life on earth. Without it, all of
the world’s water would end
up in the oceans and stay
there forever. Rain would not
fall to the earth. Plants could
not live. Streams would dry
up. Ponds would empty. The
land would become a lifeless
desert. And your faucet
would run dry.

The water cycle
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Rainwater keeps our lakes,
streams, and land filled with
water. It supplies our drinking
water. But rainwater does not
fall evenly over the earth. In
fact, some areas get almost no
rain at all. People all over the
world have found clever ways
to collect and store water.
How do they do it? Let’s visit a
few places and see.

Rainwater
collection system

Collecting Rainfall for YearRound Use
In the southwestern United
States, weeks and often
months go by without rain.
Droughts, or long periods
without rain, are common.
Droughts cause crops to fail.
Streams flowing over the
dense clay soil gradually
dry up.
To deal with this problem,
citizens in Austin, Texas,
have created a way to collect
rainfall they can use all year
long—they use their roofs!
Outside one family’s house,
two 32,000-liter (8,500gallon) tanks sit inside a
large shed with a tin roof.
When it rains, rainwater runs
down the tin roof into the
tanks below. Special lights in
the tanks kill bacteria in the
water. Water tests make
certain the water is pure and
clean. Then pipes carry the collected
rainwater to different parts of the house. Even
the downspouts along the edge of the house
are set up to collect rainwater. This water can
be used for appliances and outdoor use. A
rainwater collection system like this one can
supply a family with 190 liters (50 gallons) of
water a day for 11 months!
Melting Rivers of Ice
In the mountains of the northwestern United
States and Canada, most of the year is very
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cold. Water stays frozen as snow or rivers of
ice, known as glaciers. But people have
found ways to tap into these frozen water
sources. How? During the warm and dry
summer months, there is little rainfall. As
the sun beats down, the ice and snow begin
to melt. People collect and use the meltwater
for drinking, bathing, and other uses in the
home. Businesses use the water to run
machines. And farmers use the water to
irrigate their crops. People store the extra
water for the winter months.
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Net for collecting water from fog

Chile Today—Foggy All the Time!
Imagine a place where there is always fog, but
it never rains! In Chungungo, a rural town in
Chile, high in the Andes mountains in South
America, water is scarce. Until recently, the
only way for people to get water was to truck
it from a village over 13 miles away on a dirt
road. Most villagers could buy only 15 liters
(4 gallons) of water a day. In the United
States, each person uses an average of 350
liters (about 90 gallons) a day!
To solve this water shortage, scientists
created a system that collects fresh water
from fog. They lined up 75 enormous plastic
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nets on the mountain. Each net is the size of
eight queen-sized beds. Particles of water
from the fog collect in the triangular-shaped
holes in the nets.
Over 10,000 particles of fog must combine
to make one single drop of water. Yet each net
collects over 152 liters (40 gallons) of water a
day! A solar-powered system puts chlorine in
the water. This makes the water safe to
drink. In one day, the entire system of nets
can collect 11,400 liters (3,000 gallons) of
water—all from fog! This is enough water for
one day for each of the town’s 330 people.
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Because of the water cycle, water can be
used again and again. But clean drinking
water is not easy to find everywhere on earth.
Sometimes we take clean water for granted.
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We forget that water must be shared by many
people. Find out how much water you use
each day. How could you cut back on the
amount you use? Turn off your water and see.
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Blackline Master

Daily Water Usage

Amount of
Water Used

Activity
Brushing teeth (without
letting water run)

1 liter (1⁄4 gal)

Taking a shower

114 liters (30 gal)

Number of Times ()

Total Water
Used
_____ liters
(_____ gal)
_____ liters
(_____ gal)

Flushing the toilet

6 liters (11⁄2 gal)

_____ liters
(_____ gal)

Drinking a glass of
water

0.24 liter (8 oz or
1⁄ gal)
16

Taking a bath

152 liters (40 gal)

_____ liters
(_____ gal)
_____ liters
(_____ gal)

1 liter (1⁄4 gal)

Washing hands

_____ liters
(_____ gal)

Washing dishes by
hand

38 liters (10 gal)

How much water do you use in one day?

_____ liters
(_____ gal)
_____ liters
(_____ gal)
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